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ENGINEERED STONE

Engineered for modern living, our stone combines the beauty and prestige of natural stone with the hard-
wearing qualities of quartz. These luxurious surfaces offer high performance with low maintenance and no 
need for sealing or waxing. Stone surfaces are manufactured with a minimum of 93% quartz which makes 
the surface highly durable.

NOMBRE

MARENGOARCADIA

NERO

CENIZA

NAXOS

ATHENA

To keep your Engineered Stone clean, simply wipe with a soft cloth and a pH neutral household 
liquid detergent. Avoid exposure to products with high pH levels / solvents. If your Engineered 
Stone comes into contact with such products, rinse immediately to neutralise the effect, and then 
follow usual cleaning procedure. 

CARE + MAINTENANCE

CORIAN®

Corian® is an elegant decorative material that allows for seamless cladding of surfaces. This hardwearing 
material stands up well to daily wear and tear and resists most of the impacts, nicks and cuts that occur in 
heavy traffic areas. Corian® is a refinishable material making it ideal for busy commercial applications.

SILVER BIRCH GLACIER WHITE DOVE

DEEP NIGHT SKY CLAY DEEP TITANIUM

Generally, a damp microfiber cloth used with a standard household kitchen spray should remove 
most stains.

For most residues, all you need to clean your Corian® is warm soapy water or ammonia-based household 
cleaner. DO NOT use window cleaners as they can leave a waxy build-up that dulls the surface. Always clean 
using a circular motion.

If water is left to dry on the surface, film will build up dulling the surface making the finish appear blotchy and 
uneven. To prevent film build-up, try to wipe completely dry immediately after spills and cleaning.

CARE + MAINTENANCE
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COMPACT LAMINATE [Internal Use]

CHARCOAL

WHITE

BLACK BLACKENED LINEWOOD

ALASKAN JERICHO

SEASONED OAK

LICORICE LINEA

SUBLIME TEAK

Compact Laminate with Protect+™ anti-microbial surface performance is strong, durable and moisture 
resistant, making it suitable for a wide variety of uses. This versatile material requires no additional finish.

For general care and maintenance, simply wipe away most spills or marks with a damp microfibre 
cloth, or use an all purpose cleaner such as Windex spray cleaner or Ajax Spray n Wipe. Rubbing 
gently with a clean, dry cloth brings back the brightness of laminates. DO NOT use abrasive or 
polishing materials.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

STRATEK 3D Laminate

Stratek 3D laminates provide a high level of durability than standard thermofoils. With added impact, 
marring and abrasion resistance as well as improved stain resistance, they are excellent for use in commercial 
environments. The special ability to vacuum form Stratek gives it beautiful profiled edges which eliminates 
the need for traditional laminate edge treatments and continues the finish grain for a more realistic look.

CLEANING: Wipe over with a clean, soft cloth dampened with a mild solution of liquid detergent and 
warm water. Repeat using only clean water, then dry with a lint free cloth. Avoid using wax polishes, 
solvents or concentrated abrasives. For more difficult stains, dampen a soft white cloth with a solution 
of household bleach and water at 1:9 ratio. Rub gently. Rinse with a water dampened cloth to remove 
bleach concentrate. Always test in an inconspicuous area first.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

FASHION GREY MATTE BLACKCAMP WHITE

MATTE CADET MATTE GREIGEMATTE FOSSIL

CARRARA

SLATE GREYMATTE MALACHITE WHITE 949

PLAINS STONE

PROVIDENCE SABLE PROVIDENCE KHAKISMOKEHOUSE OAK

MARKET OAK
WHITEWASHED

RIFT OAK NATURAL MARKET OAK GREYAGED BROWN OAK

WOOD GRAINS

OXIDISED PEWTERCONCRETE CORTENJAZZ SILK

METALLICS
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AUSTRALIAN HARDWOOD

Our hardwoods are locally sourced from sustainably managed Australian regrowth forests. We select 
timber species that offer a grain structure and density that is ideally suited to a long life in the harsh 
public environment. In exterior applications the natural beauty of the timber is further enhanced and 
protected with three coats of exterior grade oil, pigmented for high UV resistance.

OILED MIXED RED EBONY OILED MIXED RED CLEAR OILED MIXED RED

OILED SPOTTED GUMOILED BLACKBUTTLACQUERED VIC ASH   
[INTERNAL USE ONLY]

Wipe down regularly with fresh water and a non-abrasive cloth.

For ongoing maintenance of oiled timbers, lightly sand rough areas of timber and brush on one coat of 
Sikkens Cetol HLS in the correct colour every 6 months or as required.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

DURASLAT™

For best results use a cleaner that contains any of the following as an active ingredient for general 
cleaning and follow the manufacturer’s instruction for use: 
- Phosphoric Acid
- Oxalic Acid
- Hydrochloric Acid
- Sodium Hypochlorite

Power washing will enhance results; 1500psi is the recommended maximum for DuraSlat. A fan tip nozzle 
should be used along with the proper cleaning product. Spray in the direction of the brush/grain pattern. 
Use caution not to damage the material and always take the proper safety precautions when operating 
a power washer.

CARE + MAINTENANCE – GRAIN

Duraslat™ is a composite material made from reclaimed hardwood fibres and recycled plastic to look 
and feel like timber but requiring no finish or maintenance. The unique properties of DuraSlat mean it 
won’t warp or splinter whilst still being soft to the touch. UV and chemical resistance makes it ideal for 
the outdoor public environment. Guaranteed by the manufacturer for 10 years.

LAVA ROCKGRAVEL PATH TIKI TORCH

GRAIN BATTEN PROFILE

As per Duraslat Grain but with specific maintenance: 
The “brushed” (lighter side) finish provides a more textured “timber-like” finish and does not easily show 
scuffs and scratches. Brushed DuraSlat is not recommended for shaded areas as the sun and rain helps to 
clean the battens of any food based stains. The brushed finish can be wire-brushed or sanded with coarse 
sandpaper to remove scratches. The area you brush will quickly fade out and hide your repair.

CARE + MAINTENANCE – BRUSHED

BRUSHED

BLACKBEAN SILVERGUMJARRAH SAHARA

BATTEN PROFILE
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POWDERCOATS - BOTTON + GARDINER

1. Carefully remove any loose surface deposits with a wet sponge.
2.  Use a soft (non abrasive) cloth or brush and a diluted solution of mild detergent and water 
(DO NOT use solvents) to remove dust, salt and other deposits.
3. Ensure surfaces are thoroughly rinsed with clean fresh water after cleaning to remove all residues.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

Powdercoating gives a uniform, durable, high quality and attractive finish that is low in VOCs. As well 
as being better for the environment, powdercoated surfaces are more resistant to chipping, scratching, 
fading and wearing than its alternatives. This cost-effective finish has great UV resistance and durability 
in the elements. 
Custom colours can be specified from Interpon, Dulux or Oxytech locally available colour ranges. 
Custom colours will incur an additional set-up fee. Specialty powdercoats (i.e. ripple, metallics, pearl 
etc.) to be quoted upon selection as additional set-up charges may apply. Minimum quantity fees apply 
for powdercoating small orders in both custom and standard colours.

BLACK SATIN PEARL WHITE GLOSS WHITE SATIN 

CHARCOAL SATIN BLACK MATT PALLADIUM SILVER

Polyethylene is UV stable, light and durable. It is also incredibly versatile and one of the most widely used 
plastics in the world. Made in Australia this item can be completely recycled at the end of its life, available in 
all of the colours of the rainbow plus more.

POLYETHYLENE HANZO POT

Use warm water, mild detergent, and a soft sponge or chamois to clean 

CARE + MAINTENANCE

DARK GREENRIVER GUMMINK

TANG YELLOW DOVE GREY

LIGHT BLUE POOLSIDE GREEN APPLE

WASABI MAGENTA HOT RED

RED OCHREBLACKCHARCOAL

WHITE SOUTHERN BLUE MOUNTAIN BLUE
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LIGHTBLOCKS BOARD

• Use warm water, mild detergent, and a soft sponge, cloth, or chamois to clean Lightblocks
• Surface contamination may be cleaned using kerosene, hexane, or aliphatic naphtha, or any acrylic 

cleaner, such as Novus. Always follow manufacturer’s recommended use and safety procedures
• DO NOT use glass cleaning products, acetone, gasoline, benzene, lacquer thinner, chlorinated solvents, 

gritty abrasive scouring compounds, or alkaline cleaners to clean Lightblocks as damage to 
the sheet will occur

• Remove any oily residue left behind from solvent cleaning with detergent and water
• Do not use squeegee, scraper, or synthetic rags that may scratch Lightblocks
• When cleaning, never scrub Lightblocks. Gently wipe surface with a soft scratch free cloth

REFINISHING
• Light refinishing - if there is only a light scratch, refinishing can be achieved by using rubbing the area 

in a random circular motion with a fine steel scouring pad (Scotch-brite). Test in an inconspicuous area 
before attempting a main area on the job.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

Lightblocks Board is a fully refinishable, finger print proof resin with a soft touch. It has a matt finish and 
is bleach cleanable. Suitable for indoor applications only. Lightblocks Board is also available with Seraphic 
Digital Print. See next page for details.

PORCELLANNEVERLAND QUINCE JELLY SIMPSON SURPRISE

HOT LIPS LEADMAN LEMON DELICIOUS LICKEDY LICK

BALSA STONE BANNERET BLACKBIRDIE

BLUE VEIL BUFF IT DESIGN DELIGHTCHOCOLATE

MISTY MORNINGMADAM MAUVELIME MOSS VALE

LIGHTBLOCKS BOARD

Perfect for horizontal and vertical surfaces, take your project to the next level with Seraphic High 
Performance Digital Print. If you are after something a bit different, the flexibility and virtually limitless 
design options available with Seraphic Digital Print makes the world your oyster in terms of what can 
be achieved. Available on Lightblocks Board with no need to worry about the print as it is protected by 
our finger proof, soft touch, matt resin and also on our Zintra® Acoustic Panel, if acoustic properties and 
pinnability are required.

Digital Print designs shown are just a taste of what is available. Create your own design or contact 
botton + gardiner to discuss your design requirements. 

For additional technical information please search for Seraphic at baresque.com.au

SERAPHIC HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITAL PRINT
AVAILABLE ON LIGHTBLOCKS BOARD AND ZINTRA® ACOUSTIC PANEL

WOODY ARBOUR

CHEVRON RIFF

RIPPLES IN THE CALM

MOROCCASAIC

URBAN HARMONY

CLEOPATRA CROWNED

CLIMBING CAMELIAS

IMPERIAL MARRAKECH SHATTERED DREAMS

VIVID WHITESUMMER WATERS WATER RACEWAY GREIGE

CADET MALACHITEFOSSIL
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